A Review of Architectural Vocabulary and Representation
in Our Condition of Remote Communication
David Waite
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Abstract
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The distance required to slow this pandemic created a need for Zoom
technology in maintaining our economies of mental production and social
closeness. Just like scientists examined the COVID-19 virus globally in its
petri under the electron microscope, Zoom exposed our domestic interiors.
This platform stitched together our personal existence into an infinite
interior. To some extent this places Zoom attendees into a new space
of vulnerability where the platform turns passive observers into active
participants in a hyper self-aware virtual world where all are forced to share
their fragile environments of everyday life.
While videotelephony software thankfully facilitated communication
beyond just language, we lost the connectedness of a myriad of stereo
sensations such as time, touch, gesture, and context. . . Using the
architectural tools of drawings, scans, probes, and models at varying
scales, one may better connect spatially their own space and empathize
with other distant rooms.
This thesis proposes an addendum to the architectural discipline’s
forms of representation and language in the framework of this past
year’s spaciotemporal condition. A reexamination of vocabulary and
representation may provide a model of how to curate our spaces for more
empathetic connectedness.
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Glossary
cast
control
domesticity
dwelling
face plan
FaceTime
frame
home space

implied space
living space
meatspace
mirror
Personal Access Display 		
Device (PADD)
poché
posture

Architecture does not exist without drawing, in
the same way that architecture does not exist
without texts . . .
Buildings have been erected without drawings,
in the same way that architecture itself goes
beyond the mere process of building. The
complex cultural, social, and philosophical
demands developed slowly over centuries
have made architecture a form of knowledge
in and of itself. Just as all forms of knowledge
use different modes of discourse, so there are

probe
room(s)
scan
screen
section perspective
surveillance
trace
tricorder

transporter room
viewscreen
window
workplace
Zap Pad
zoom
Zoom

key architectural statements that though not
necissarily built, nevertheless inform us about
the state of architecture--it’s concerns and
its polemics--more precisely than the actual
buildings of their time.
Tschumi, Bernard. Architecture and
Disjunction. MIT Press, 1996, pp. 102.
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• the action or fact of holding in check or restraining; restraint;
Earliest in without control: Prevention or limitation of the spread
of disease or a noxious agent. Also in extended use: the confinement or limiting of a socially undesirable phenomenon or
tendency. Usually with modifying word or of-phrase
• the capacity or power to manage an animal, vehicle, or moving
object
• a button, switch, lever or the like by means of which an operator can regulate the action or performance of a device,
machine, vehicle, etc., or some aspect of its operation
frequently in plural: the instruments used to operate a device,
machine, vehicle, etc., considered collectively
• v. to hold in check or repress (one’s passions, emotions,
tears, etc.)

• controlling the spread of disease with the restraint from congregating and remaining isolated
• also to regulate: to exert control over or curate one’s own
space
• to control one’s appearance, narrative, and others’ perception
of oneself through digital communication
• Only an omnipotent God could see the souls hidden behind the
digital artifacts we communicate through. We must exercise
extreme control over our digital existence. This extends to the
internets archive of all text, images, videos, and audio files.
• Understanding the authorship and ownership of technology
and space, grants oneself a margin of greater control in decision making.
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cast

control
representational
• the act of casting or throwing
• considered, as a performance, with reference to its quality
• a competitive throw at a mark in which the results are so close
as to require measurement
• These full-scale floor casts in some ways allude to the fragment drawings architects and masons would use to produce
the ornamental character of a building.
• A series of casts imply belonging to a set made from similar
negatives.

• A cast creates a volumetric archive of surfaces. The resultant
cast will have a translation of all of the surface effects that the
mold experienced.
• A cast with a new medium does not maintain the olfactory qualities of the negative’s material besides it’s three-dimensional
character.

PALLADIO’S DETAIL
DRAWINGS OF THE
PORTA DEI LEONI,
VERONA. THESE
PROVIDE A TAXONOMY
OF ORNAMENTAL
RELEIF IN MASONRY

EACH PIECE IS A
PLASTER CAST OF THE
THRESHOLDS OF MY
HOME BETWEEN ROOMS

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
posture • probe • room(s) • scan • screen • section perspective • surveillance • trace • tricorder • transporter room • window • workplace • viewscreen • Zap Pad • zoom • Zoom

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
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dwelling

domesticity
spatial
• the quality or state of being domestic, domestic character;
home or family life; devotion to home; homeliness
• having the character or position of the inmate of a house;
housed- to be domestic with (also of): to be of the household
of, at home with
• of or belonging to the home, house, or household; relating to
one’s place of residence or family affairs; household, home,
‘family’
• figurative: belonging to what concerns oneself
• indigenous: made at home or in the country itself; native,
home-grown, home-made

11

spatial
• of animals: living under the care of man, in or near his habitations; tame, not wild
• tamed/controlled/ confined opposed to the natural world.
• “A domestication of the workplace.”
• Depending on the force, this term connotes low agency or
high control.
• Emphatically a place opposite of work-place
• A domestication of the workplace (the place of human
enterprise

• adj. remaining, lasting, abiding
• to abide or continue for a time, in a place, state, or condition
• to lead into error, mislead, delude; to stun, stupefy
• to dwell on, upon (in): to spend time upon or linger over (a
thing) in action or thought; to remain with the attention fixed
on; now, esp. to treat at length or with insistence, in speech or
writing; also, to sustain (a note) in music

• to remain in place/live/fixate negatively
• to stay fixed upon a place or idea
• to continue in existence, to last, persist; to remain after others
are taken or removed
• to remain (in a house, country, etc.) as in a permanent residence; to have one’s abode; to reside, ‘live’
• to contemplate

ALLISON AND PETER
SMITHSON, HOUSE OF
THE FUTURE, 1956.

PIPILOTTI RIST,
SELBSTLOS IM
LAVABAD (SELFLESS
IN THE BATH OF
LAVA)(BASTARD
VERSION), SINGLECHANNEL VIDEO AND
SOUND INSTALLATION,
COLOR, ON MOBILE
PHONE; 6:20 MIN,
1994.
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• n. time spent appearing in the media; media exposure or attention; time spent face to face with another person, esp. a person
regarded as important; interpersonal contact.
• Apple platform for video calling (see image example)
• While Pipilotti Rist is intensely preoccupied with the notion
of the screen she presents it as an unstable concept in constant flux. The screen becomes multiplied, fragmented, and
transformed, moving from the optical to the environmental. A
smartphone lies in the middle of a narrow staircase leading
from the museum’s upper floor. At first sight it seems that

someone must have accidentally dropped their device on the
ground, yet it quickly becomes clear that even this object is
part of the exhibition. On the phone’s display a video shows the
naked artist crying out and reaching toward the spectator as if
she were trapped in a miniature hell. It provides a humorous
and self-reflexive commentary on our condition of distraction
in a world permeated by screens. While the smartphone is
reconceived as a site of the artist’s suffering associated with
existential dread and anxiety, it is safely contained within this
portable format in the visitor’s reach. (See also, Screen.)
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face plan

FaceTime
videotelephony

representational
• n. the front elevation of a plan or drawing
• Concerning Zoom aesthetics, persons’ meeting on the platform
often display themselves, shoulders square to their camera
and screen. Their environment is often in the same orientation--mostly oblique to the monitor. Of course, they are subject

to perspective and lens distortion, but this front-facing communication is inorganic to how humans often posture themselves
to one another when in dialogue. This perpendicular conversation would encourage an awkward, if not aggressive,
confrontation if the individuals were in meatspace.

PIPILOTTI RIST,
SELBSTLOS IM
LAVABAD (SELFLESS
IN THE BATH OF
LAVA)(BASTARD
VERSION),
EXHIBITION VIEW:
NEW MUSEUM, SINGLECHANNEL VIDEO AND
SOUND INSTALLATION,
COLOR, ON MOBILE
PHONE; 6:20 MIN,
2016.

TYPICAL ZOOM
POSTURING RELATIVE
TO A WEBCAMERA AND
MONITOR
(REFERENCE - TRACE
OF MY ZOOM FRAME
DURING A MEETING
APR. 22, 2021)

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
posture • probe • room(s) • scan • screen • section perspective • surveillance • trace • tricorder • transporter room • window • workplace • viewscreen • Zap Pad • zoom • Zoom

MEHTA, IVAN.
“HUZZAH! APPLE
ENABLES HD FACETIME
CALLS ON IPHONE
8 THROUGH IPHONE
11.” TNW |
PLUGGED, 27 APR.
2021, THENEXTWEB.
COM/NEWS/HUZZAHAPPLE-ENABLES-HDFACETIME-CALLS-ONIPHONE-8-THROUGHIPHONE-11.
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• Just before the COVID-19 pandemic, the larger part of
American society would categorize workspace and homespace
as different spaces geographically, socially, economically, and
physically
• The Homespace (like homeplace) was a place of nostalgia,
rooted in the phenomenologically distinct characteristics of the
American dream

• This term implies an environment of material ownership as
well as control. I mean intentionally as a derivative of homestead. Owning, renting, and occupying in the anglo american
worldview still imply a worldview of leisure, enterprise, and
ownership.
• Homespace is a place of leisure and was previously apart from
workplace.
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home space

frame

spatial

spatial
• to shape, form, direct (a person, a person's life, thoughts, actions, etc.); to discipline, train (a person, animal, one's tongue,
etc.); to dispose, lead, incline (someone) to something. Also
reflexive. Frequently with for, to, or infinitive. Also in passive, to
be in a certain frame of mind or mood
• to conform, submit; to suit, fitt; to adapt; adjust (usually something immaterial) to or unto something; to reconcile, submit
• to compose
• to devise, invent, fabricate (a rule, story, theory, etc.); to contrive (a plot, etc.); to put together, fashion, compose; to put into
words, express; to formulate

• to direct (one's steps, one's course, etc.); to set out on (a pilgrimage, etc.). Also reflexive: to betake oneself, make one's
way
• The frame thus objectifies our experience as an aesthetic
presentation, yet as Amy Kulper explains it, this frame, when
occupied, turns the aesthetic into an experience. In the AngloAmerican painting canon, frames facilitate a transition from the
wall to this newly introduced, painted space. Additionally, the
frame makes the aperture or crop of the scene far more intentional, much like a window or a door, objectifying the landscape
as an acquired vista.

ZOOM IMAGE FRAME
ILLUMINATES THE
SORCE OF WHO IS
SPEAKING, BUT
IS TRIGGERED BY
ANY AUDIO. IT IS
DESIGNED TO BRING
ATTENTION TO ONE
OR TWO PEOPLE
AT A TIME IN THE
MATRIX OF MEETING
ATTENDEES

SCHRODER HOUSE,
UTRECHT,
NETHERLANDS, G.
RIETVELD, 1924.
THE HOME IS OFTEN
REGARDED AS THE
PROTOTYPE FOR THE
‘FLEXIBLE’ MODERN
INTRIOR CREATED BY
TECHNICAL MEANS

IMAGE CREDITS GO
HERE.

OFFICE

DRESSING
SLEEPING

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
posture • probe • room(s) • scan • screen • section perspective • surveillance • trace • tricorder • transporter room • window • workplace • viewscreen • Zap Pad • zoom • Zoom

BIRD WATCHING
READING/
TV

CLASSROOM
DININGROOM

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
posture • probe • room(s) • scan • screen • section perspective • surveillance • trace • tricorder • transporter room • window • workplace • viewscreen • Zap Pad • zoom • Zoom
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implied space

living space

spatial
• Illusion of created depth in a two- dimensional work. In two
dimensional artwork space is implied through a constructed reality of perspective and scale. It is framed and what is beyond
the frame is implied. The viewer must infer the meaning from
contextual clues. When dealing with three-dimensional artwork
such as sculptures and installations, the viewer must consider
the space as an extension of the piece. It becomes the conduit
that connects the viewer to the artwork. The relationship between the two exists in implied space.

17

spatial
• Since two-dimensional lines may trigger a vivid perception of
three-dimensional space, I will argue implied space from three
dimensional objects may encourage the perception of four dimensional space.
• Implied space may be prompted but not entirely controlled as it
depends upon what the viewer brings with them.

• Room or space for living
• Territory which a group, state, or nation believes or asserts is
needed for its natural development or expansion
• A habitable area in a room or house, intended for general, everyday use

• This space may also be understood as unbuilt
• This is the volume someone takes up as they live in their
dwelling, and is a different volume than the space that architectural elements inscribe.

PRESSURES OF USE
SKETCH
SEE FOLLOWING PAGE

GORDON MATTACLARK, SPLITTING
FOUR CORNERS, 1974,
SFMOMA.

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
posture • probe • room(s) • scan • screen • section perspective • surveillance • trace • tricorder • transporter room • window • workplace • viewscreen • Zap Pad • zoom • Zoom

KEN ISAACS, HOW
TO BUILD YOUR OWN
LIVING STRUCTURE.

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
posture • probe • room(s) • scan • screen • section perspective • surveillance • trace • tricorder • transporter room • window • workplace • viewscreen • Zap Pad • zoom • Zoom

PRESSURES
OF USE
18
SKETCH SHOWS
THE AREAS OF MY
APARTMENT I USE
AS OPPOSED TO THE
FLOOR SPACE BOUNDED
BY WALLS
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• n. a person or thing embodying a feature or characteristic deserving imitation; a pattern; an exemplar
• a thing regarded as giving a true description of something else.
• a reflective surface, and related senses.
a. a looking glass
d. all done with mirrors and variants: performed or achieved by
trickery, illusion, or some other explicable means, and not by
magic or miracle.
• v. to be a model for (a person) in conduct or behaviour.
• to be reflected in, or as in, a mirror.
• to reflect or reproduce accurately; to represent or express (an
idea, emotion, etc.). Also: to duplicate, imitate.
• to imitate (the gestures and posture of a person with whom
one is interacting).
• to write (data) on to two separate devices (esp. two hard disks)
simultaneously, to protect against the possible failure of one; to
create (a duplicate disk) in this manner. Also: to copy (a website) on to a different server.

• Foucault calls the mirror a utopia as it is a placeless place. “I
see myself there where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space
that opens up behind the surface; I am over there, there where
I am not, a sort of shadow that gives my own visibility to myself, that enables me to see myself there where I am absent.”
• I cannot agree that it is utopic--it does not represent a perfect
world as it is a site of critique, affirmation, and looking back at.
• It doesn’t physically exist, but I agree that it is mentally occupiable as it affirms selfhood when one may see themselves as
an object.
• This is an egocentric space, unique to the observer.
• It changes the perceptual feel which has physiological
repercussions.
• A surface also does not have to be created as a mirror for it to
behave with the reflectivity of a mirror. A window, digital screen,
pool of fluid, and the waxed hood of a car is also a mirror.
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mirror

meatspace
spatial
• In meatspace, there exists the physical existence of one’s environment without artificiality. (Let us assume we do not live in
the Matrix for the point of argument's sake). There exists sights

spatial
and sounds (as exist digitally too), tactility, scents, flavors,
weight, temperature, and time.

THIS PHOTO OF
THE 2020 SAND
BAR BASH PARTY
NEAR OSHKOSH HAS
CIRCULATED AROUND
SOCIAL MEDIA AND
NEWS REPORTS SINCE
THE EVENT OCCURRED
LAST WEEKEND. MANY
FEAR THE PARTY
WILL PROVE TO BE
A SUPERSPREADER
EVENT FOR THE
CORONAVIRUS. (PHOTO
RETRIEVED VIA
REDDIT)

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE
WINDOW IN FRONT OF
MY DESK WHICH ACTS
AS A MIRROR AFTER
THE SUN GOES DOWN
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MIRROR
PLAN
22
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• Poché is an instrumental invention of architectural drawing
practice. In its typical manifestation, poché is a technique to
draw the thickness or space inside walls or floors that intersect
the plane of the section cut. Stone and masonry buildings that
are constructed of thick materials indulge in poché to illustrate
the shear thickness and mass of their walls. However, in most
contemporary buildings not constructed out of heavy masonry,
the solid rendering of poché in drawings is misleading because
it represents in-between space rather than material thickness.
Pockets of leftover, liminal space frequently contain structure,
ductwork, and mechanical, electrical, and plumping equipment.
As such, the demarcation of poché on a drawing can function
as a specialized instance of "bounding lines, [i.e.] the sequential passing off of work" from architects to other specialists.

Unlike more explicit bounding lines, however, the highly accepted and routinized nature of poché as a drawing convention
comes with ambiguity and mystery. The innards of a poché
typically remain completely undefined.
• "From its surroundings, a pocket universe appears solid or
opaque. But its emphatic thickness and staged solidity suggest
that it contains hidden inner workings and vital viscera. At their
best, pocket universes are pregnant bellies—fat and fertile and
ready to emit a new object into the world."
• The poche is structural, it gives volume to an interior or space
and it is measurable, but in the virtual interior, there exists a
new immeasurable poche between us. What information then
may travel through this poche and is contained?
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Personal Access Display Device (PADD)

poché
representational

videotelephony
• The Personal Access Display Device, PADD, or HoloPADD in
some instances; was a handheld computer interface in widespread use since at least the 22nd century.
• Initially consisting of a large touchscreen display and minimalistic manual interface or control panel, generally only one
or two buttons, the typical PADD was used for a variety of

functions, including logging crew manifests, compiling duty
rosters or diagnostic reports, entering personal data, and/or accessing library computer systems using the LCARS Interface.
The identification as a PADD comes from the call sheet which
listed it in the props section.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
LEFT:

LIDAR SCAN OF A
ROOM DEPICTS ONLY
THE SURFACE FROM
THE VANTAGE OF THE
SCANNER. USING THIS
TOOL TO PRODUCE
A DRAWING OMITS
THICKNESS, AND
REDUCES OBJECTS TO
FRAGILE VOLUMES

PADD DISPLAYING
ARBORETUM PLANS.
RED PADD
SHOWING IMAGE
RECONSTRUCTION.
BAJORAN PADD, 2375.
PADD USED FOR
VIRTUAL SECTIONING
OF AN ALVERA TREE.

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
posture • probe • room(s) • scan • screen • section perspective • surveillance • trace • tricorder • transporter room • window • workplace • viewscreen • Zap Pad • zoom • Zoom

A BLACK POCHE
HERE SHOWS WALL
THICKNESS, AND
GOUND CUTS TO THE
PROPERTY LINE
ON THE LEFT AND
CONCRETE MECHANICAL
CORE BOUNDARY ON
THE TOP
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posture
body
• the relative disposition of the various parts of something; esp.
the position and carriage of the limbs or the body as a whole,
often as indicating a particular quality, feeling, etc.; an attitude,
a pose. Hence, more generally: the manner in which a person
bears himself or herself; natural carriage or deportment.
• in zoology: A particular pose or stance adopted by a bird,
mammal, etc., especially when intended as a specific signal to
others; any of the poses used in a display.
• the position of a thing (or person) relative to another; position,
situation
• a state of being; a condition or situation in relation to
circumstances
• In “Designing the Lifeworld: Selfhood and Architecture from a
Critical Perspective”, authors Lukas Ebensperger, Suprarna
Choudhurry, and Jan Slaby explain the relationship between

architecture and philosophies of selfhood: “architecture is an
object (objectum) that materially opposes us; us as beings that
are subjects—plastic, mimetic beings that are subjected to the
structures imposed by architecture.” These authors define two
modes to explain how humans experience architecture. The
first of these is a more Cartesian understanding—a geometric
idealization of space which prescribes a unique location to
all objects in space. In this view, the object’s location is an,
“external property, projected onto and defined via a system of
coordinates.” The second mode is based upon a phenomenological view which develops ideas of space and time as derived
directly from experience. All experiences, no matter how banal,
filter and justify an understanding of an environment.
• Posture as it relates to gesture is an emotional component of
visual communication which is syntactical and emphatic.

AXONOMETRIC DRAWING
OF SELECTED
POSTURES IN KEY
POSITIONS OF MY
APARTMENT
ORTHOGRAPHIC
DRAWING IN GENERAL
IS A PROJECTION
OF INNOCENCE,
WAITING FOR THE
METAPHYSICAL
INPUTS SUCH AS
LIGHT, SMELL,
TOUCH, AND TIME.
I’M NOT PROPOSING
ANY REASONABLE
METHODOLOGY TO
BRIDGE THIS
DISTANCE BETWEEN
CONCEPT AND
PERCEPT, BUT IT
IS VALUABLE TO
RECOGNIZE THIS
CONDITION OF
TRANSLATION FROM
ORTHOGRAPHY TO
LIVED EXPERIENCE
LACKS QUANTITATIVE
SUBSTANTIATION

cast • control • domesticity • dwelling • face plan • FaceTime • frame • home space • implied space • living space • meatspace • mirror • Personal Access Display Device • poché
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room(s)

probe
representational
• physically explore or examine (something) with the hands or
an instrument.
• a penetrating or critical investigation.
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spatial
• a tentative exploratory advance or survey.
• seek to uncover information about someone or something.
• operates at the scale, 1:1.

• n. space in general.
• dimensional extent, space; spec. the amount of space that is
or may be occupied by a thing.
• capacity to accommodate a person or thing or allow a particular action; accommodation.
• opportunity or scope.
• a specific space or area; a particular portion of space.
• adj. clear, unoccupied, unobstructed, empty enclosure as well
as the space between.

• v. to become clear of obstruction.
• to extend, enlarge.
• to reach or stretch out.
• to vacate, leave, abandon.
• to give way; to depart.
• to make room.

IMAGE CREDITS GO
HERE.

JOINING OF TWO ZOOM
ATENDEES BY LIDAR
SCAN MODEL

IMAGE CREDITS GO
HERE.

ENTRY

KITECHEN

DINING ROOM

KITCHEN
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PANTRY

TO OFFICE
+
LIVING ROOM

THRESHOLD

REST

VIEW TO
OFFICE/
OUTSIDE

DRESSER

BEDROOM
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scan (cognitive)

scan (digital)

representational
• a single line or sweep produced by or in a scanning action
(SCANNING) n.; also, an entire raster.
• to pass judgement on, upon; to form an opinion of. Often in
indirect passive.
• to examine, consider, or discuss minutely. to scan out: to discover by examination.

31

representational
• to criticize; to test or estimate the correctness or value of; to
judge by a certain rule or
• to traverse or light upon (a constituent element) as part of the
scanning of the larger whole.
• the action of scanning; close investigation or scrutiny; perception, discernment; a scanning look.

TYPICAL AUDIO
RECORDER I USED
THROUGHOUT THESIS
EXXPERIMENTS TO
RECORD SPECIFIC
SOUNDS OF MY HOME
SUCH AS AMBIENT
SOUNDS AND ACTIVITY
SOUNDS

COGNITIVE SCAN
PROCESSING AND
LABELING

LIDAR SCAN OF MY
LIVING/OFFICE ROOM
RECORDED BY FIXING
MY GOOGLE PIXEL
PHONE TO MY HAT AND
CARRYING ON WITH
WORK AT MY DESK FOR
45 MINUTES WITH
THE APPLICATION,
3D SCANNER 2021,
RECORDING
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• senses relating to light, vision, and visualization
• the art of drawing solid objects on a plane surface so as to give
the same impression of relative position, size, or distance, as
the actual objects do when viewed from a particular point
• a visible scene; a view or prospect, esp. an extensive one
• the appearance of viewed objects with regard to relative position, distance from the viewer, etc.
• a section is an imaginative representation which may only exist
in drawing
• perspective is an attempt to depict space as ‘real’, and is impossible to measure without knowing the height of the view
and their distance from the picture plane

• a section perspective gives the allusion of measurability, reality, and imagination
• The films and photo collages Gordon Matta-Clark made of
these pieces dovetail with the experimental, disorienting quality
of his architectural cuts, which constitute a denunciation not
just of the functions of architecture but of the American dream
of progress.

I Think We Have Some Connection Difficulty

screen

section perspective

spatial
• to give shelter or protection to with or as if with a screen
• to separate with or as if with a screen
• to shield (an opponent) from a play or from view of a play
• to pass (something, such as coal, gravel, or ashes) through a
screen to separate the fine part from the coarse
• also : to remove by a screen
• to examine usually methodically in order to make a separation
into different groups
• to select or eliminate by a screening process
• to test or examine for the presence of something (such as a
disease)
• to provide with a screen to keep out pests (such as insects).
• to present (something, such as a motion picture) for viewing on
a screen
• to view the presentation of (something, such as a motion
picture)

representational
• v. Hide, conceal, screen, secrete, bury mean to withhold or
withdraw from sight. hide may or may not suggest intent
• Hide in the closet; a house hidden in the woods
• CONCEAL usually does imply intent and often specifically
implies a refusal to divulge. concealed the weapon SCREEN
implies an interposing of something that prevents discovery. a
house screened by trees SECRETE suggests a depositing in a
place unknown to others. secreted the amulet inside his shirt
BURY implies covering up so as to hide completely; buried the
treasure
• the digital screen is a device of physical loneliness as opposed
to the public space of the cinema
• the screen is philosophically immaterial

GORDON MATTA-CLARK,
SPLITTING, MOMA
1974.
UNIQUE HOLOGRAPHIC
PADD (SEE PADD,
PERSONAL ACCESS
DISPLAY DEVICE IN
THE GLOSSARY)
A SCREEN MAY HAVE
MEDIA MATERIALITY
WITHOUT TACTILE
MATERIALITY.
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• n. the way or path which anything takes; course, road; esp.
in to take one’s trace, to make one’s way, take one’s course,
proceed
• a course of action or conduct; way of proceeding; ‘path’, ‘way’,
‘road’; esp. in phrases to follow, take, tread the trace
• the track made by the passage of any person or thing, whether
beaten by feet or indicated in any other way
• vestiges or marks remaining and indicating the former presence, existence, or action of something; singular a vestige, an
indication. Also to sink without trace
• an indication of the presence of a minute amount of some constituent in a compound; a quantity so minute as to be inferred
but not actually measured; esp. in Chemistry; transferred a
very little
• a change in the brain as a result of some mental experience;
the physical after-effect of such
• a non-material indication or evidence of the presence or existence of something, or of a former event or condition; a sign,
mark
• a line or figure drawn; a tracing, drawing, or sketch of an object
or of a piece of work; the traced record of a self-recording instrument; in Fortification the ground plan of a work

• v. senses relating to making one’s way or treading
• to follow, pursue (instructions, example, etc.)
• to follow the course, development, or history of
• to make out and follow (with the eye or mind) the course or line
of; to ascertain (the course or line of something)
• to make a tracing of (a listed item); to derive (a tracing) from an
index or catalogue
• to mark, make marks upon; esp. to mark or ornament with
lines, figures, or characters
• to make a plan, diagram, or chart of (something existing or to
be constructed); to mark out the course of (a road, etc.) on, or
by means of, a plan or map; to mark or set out (the lines of a
work or road) on the ground itself. Also figurative, to devise (a
plan of action), map out (a policy)
• to draw; to draw an outline or figure of; also, to put down in
writing, to pen
• to copy (a drawing, plan, etc.) by following the lines of the original drawing on a transparent sheet placed upon it; to make a
tracing of

I Think We Have Some Connection Difficulty

surveillance
• n. watch or guard kept over a person, etc., esp. over a
suspected person, a prisoner, or the like; often, spying, supervision; less commonly, supervision for the purpose of direction
or control, superintendence
SURVEY
• the act of viewing, examining, or inspecting in detail, esp. for
some specific purpose; usually spec. a formal or official inspection of the particulars of something, e.g. of an estate, of a ship
or its stores, of the administration of an office, etc.
• the, or an, act of looking at something as a whole, or from a
commanding position; a general or comprehensive view or look

trace
• a comprehensive mental view, or (usually) literary examination,
discussion, or description, of something.
• the process (or art) of surveying a tract of ground, coastline,
or any part of the earth's surface; the determination of its form,
extent, and other particulars, so as to be able to delineate or
describe it accurately and in detail; also, a plan or description
thus obtained; a body of persons or a department engaged in
such work

PLAN OF JEREMY
BENTHAM’S
PANOPTICON PRISON,
DRAWN BY WILLEY
REVELEY IN 1791.
FOUCAULT FAMOUSLY
DESCRIBES THE
PRISONER OF A
PANOPTICON AS BEING
AT THE RECEIVING
END OF ASYMMETRICAL
SURVEILLANCE:
“HE IS SEEN, BUT
HE DOES NOT SEE;
HE IS AN OBJECT
OF INFORMATION,
NEVER A SUBJECT IN
COMMUNICATION.

representational

WORKING FROM SHEETS
OF VELLUIMN, I
WAS ABLE TO TEASE
OUT SPECIFIC
INFORMATION OF ANY
PREVIOUS DRAWING,
AND USE IT TO
ILLUSTRATE SPECIFIC
INFORMATION ON A
NEW LAYER.
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tricorder

transporter room

see scan
• A tricorder was a multifunction hand-held device useful for
data sensing, analysis, and recording, with many specialized
abilities which made it an asset to crews aboard starships and
space stations as well as on away missions. Tricorders were
often useful for recording entries in personal or official logs.
Three main variants appear in shows. The standard tricorder
is a general-purpose device used primarily to scout unfamiliar
areas, make detailed examination of living things, and record
and review technical data.
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beyond videotelephony
• The medical tricorder is used by doctors to help diagnose
diseases and collect bodily information about a patient; the
key difference between this and a standard tricorder is a
detachable hand-held high-resolution scanner stored in a
compartment of the tricorder when not in use. The engineering tricorder is fine-tuned for starship engineering purposes.
There are also many other lesser-used varieties of special-use
tricorders.

• The transporter room was part of a starship or space station
which was specially outfitted to transport lifeforms and small,
inanimate objects. This room included a transporter chamber
with a transporter platform.
• The number of transporter rooms varied per ship or station, the
main criteria being the ability to evacuate all personnel within a
specified time.

• While the transporter room carries the physical body to an
environment, the Holodeck creates artificial environments,
bringing the space to the body.

SPOCK USES HIS
TRICORDER TO
ANALYZE THE
MINERALS IN SOIL
AND TO LOOK FOR
SIGNS OF LIFE
A CONSTITUTIONCLASS TRANSPORTER
A TR-560 MEDICAL
TRICORDER VI

AN NX-CLASS
TRANSPORTER ALCOVE

CROSSFIELD-CLASS
DESIGN, 2256
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viewscreen

window
spatial

videotelephony
• A viewscreen (or main viewing screen, main screen, or main
viewer) was an audio/visual device used as early as the 2150s
aboard starships, space stations, and at planetary facilities
by space-faring organizations including Starfleet, the Borg
Collective, the Cardassian Union, the Klingon Empire, and the
Romulan Star Empire.
• Typically used to display images of the area immediately
around or in front of a starship, the viewscreen could provide
views from all directions, as well as call up data from the library
computer. It was also essential in ship-to-ship communication,
allowing face-to-face conference if so desired, utilizing subspace and other communications systems.

39

• While it is clearly a plot device, visual contact, could only
be achieved when in visual range. Intra-ship communications
were also possible, though the main viewer was rarely used for
this function.
• When necessary, the image on the viewscreen could be magnified — 24th century starships easily gaining a magnification
of 106. The image could also be augmented, with the ship’s
computer displaying extrapolated images or graphics displaying sensor data.
• While our zoom spaces are figuratively curated like the
Enterprise’s bridge, the veiwscreen’s technology provides
innummerably more information in communicationg and connecting persons in Star Trek.

• n. an opening in the wall or roof of a building, for admitting light
or air and allowing people to see out; esp. such an opening
fitted with a frame containing a pane or panes of glass (or a
similar transparent substance); the glazed frame intended to fit
such an opening, sometimes with hinges, a sliding mechanism,
etc., so that it may be opened or closed. Also: a similar opening in the side of a ship, train, car, or other vehicle
• chiefly in the window: the area of a room behind or beside a
window
• a sensory organ, esp. the eye, regarded as a portal between
the mind, soul, heart, etc., and the outside world; now chiefly in
the eyes are the windows of the soul at eye

• a gateway through which a particular state, condition, etc., can
be entered, accessed, or understood; (also) a means of letting
in knowledge or gaining insight
• with into, on, onto, to. A means of gaining knowledge or understanding of something unknown or obscure; that which affords
insight
• an opening or gap in an object; esp. one affording a view into
or through the object; each of the small openings in the side or
top of a salt cellar, censer, or similar vessel; a blank space left
in a document

EPISODE 16, NEXT
GENERATION.
COMMUNICATION WITH
VULCANS.
NOTE THE NEARLY
FULL CHARACTARS ARE
DISPLAYED AND ARE
CONFRONTATIONALLY
FACING EACH OTHER
PERDENDICULARLY

THE WINDOW INFRONT
OF MY DESK

VIEWSCREEN FROM THE
ORIGINAL SERIES
THE VIEWSCREEN
ABOARD THE USS
ENTERPRISE-D WITH A
TARGETING RETICULE,
2364
MUROC AND TELEV
IN A MULTI-PARTY
COMMUNICATION
“VIEWSCREEN.”
MEMORY ALPHA,
MEMORY-ALPHA.
FANDOM.COM/WIKI/
VIEWSCREEN.
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workplace

Zap Pad

spatial
• The site or location where a person works. In later use chiefly:
spec. the premises of a company, business, etc., such as an
office, factory, or shop, at which its employees work. Also with
the setting or environment particular to such places; the professional milieu.

41

videotelephony
• tied to a certain financial enterprise
• not a place of leisure
• This definition does not mean to prescribe what a workplace
should be, but how workplaces were familiar in the United
States previously to remote working.

ZAP
• liveliness, energy, power, drive; also, a strong emotional effect
• Computing: A change in a program
• zzzzzz like the unlocatable hum of a machine
intransitive
• to kill, esp. with a gun; to deal a sudden blow to.
• to overwhelm emotionally.
• to send, put, or hit in a forceful way.
• to move quickly and with vigour.
• to use a fast-forward facility on a video recorder to go quickly
through the advertisements in a recorded television programme; to switch through other channels for the duration of
the advertisements when watching programmes off-air.
• The Zap Pad of Zenon, Girl of the 21st Century is a handheld

velephony device with additional (but minimal) computing
capacity. Characters use their Zap Pads to communicate between Earth and the space station where most of the film takes
place. Characters never Zap each other from space station to
space station or Earth to Earth. Unsurprisingly, characters only
Zap each other when a situation is critical.
• Cinematographically, all Zap Pad scenes frame the audience
over the shoulder of the character in the frame. When more
than one character views a Zap call, they also look over the
person's shoulders.

JOHNSON, KENNETH,
DIRECTOR. ZENON:
GIRL OF THE 21ST
CENTURY. DE PASSE
ENTERTAINMENT,
BUENA VISTA
TELEVISION, DISNEY
CHANNEL ORIGINAL
MOVIE, 1999.
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zoom
• n. a camera shot that changes smoothly from a long shot to
a close-up, or vice versa, without loss of focus; the act or process of smoothly changing the magnification of a shot in this
way; frequently attributive
• v. intransitive. to move or travel very quickly, esp. making a
continuous humming, buzzing, or droning sound; to make such
a sound while moving quickly. Also occasionally transitive: to
cause to move in this way; to propel quickly. Frequently with
adverbs and prepositions indicating the direction of travel, as
along, away, into, off, etc.
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Zoom
• Pipilotti Rist believes that machines are always connected to
our bodies and identity, so we must merge with them, treat
them like the echo of another person. “We are surrounded by
so many humming sounds, cables and things going zzzzz:
electronic devices and air conditioning and cars, and all this
stuff which apparently makes too little sense and too much
noise.

videotelephony
• intransitive and transitive. to communicate with (a person or
group of people) over the internet, typically by video-chatting,
using the Zoom application.
• Zoom lubricated the demand for distance as it allowed for far
more participants to meet digitally and economically than most
previous videotelephony services.
• “To an extent, the medium, [Zoom], is a coauthor
• It alters the reality story carrying and alters the story. The medium is the message” (Hurwitz-Goodman)

• The effect of the program is huge and incidental.
• These remote tools are extensions of ourselves.
• “There exists a bizarre hybridity between our raw physicality
combined with the lightspeed abstraction of the internet.”
• How has this changed our personal existence, worldview, and
collective values?
• v. To “hop on zoom” or “may we zoom?” This means the
parties need to share more information than the linguistic communication of a phone call, text message, or email.

ZOOM-IN
ZOOM-OUT

BILAL AHMED
BLAIR RAMSEY
ELENA FORAKER
IAN KIENBAUM
LIAM BURKE
QUINN WILCOX
SARA BURASHED
TRACY GO
NOV., 28,2020
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So, Captain, How Long
Shall We Stare At Each
Other Across The Neutral
Zone?
A review of videotelephony through sci-fi pop-culture
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“What I like about a lot of science fiction and
dystopian kind of stuff is the apocalyptic nature of
a lot of things, and I take the meaning of that word
to be important. Apocalypse is not the end times or
end of the world, but actually means “revealing,” a
great revealing. Apocalypse is that time in which
the truth is shown and revealed. And so I think
that a lot of dystopian work is interesting because
it says if there’s some kind of crisis or disaster,
that something true about the world or ourselves
comes out in a way that is normally covered over.”
-Joseph Orosco
Science fiction attempts to predict the future, yet
always does a better job of describing the present.
It reveals the limits of human creativity in all the
most exciting and laughable ways. If we can look
back, and recognize the resilience of humankind,
we can have some consideration of how we
got here in a way that helps ground us in the
conditions of our present. The continuation of this
essay traces the trajectory of videotelephony in
cinema and the asserts a few nuances these films
reveal about the technology and its authorship
today.
Video Telephony and Control
Metropolis
Fritz Lang’s Metropolis,1927, gave the world the
first example (I have found) of videotelephony
in cinema. The scene is set in the home of Joh
Fredersen, stern master of the vast, futuristic,
titular industrial city of 2026. In order to best rule
all he surveys — and to complete the image of a
20th-century dystopia — he lives high above the
infernal roil of Metropolis, safely ensconced in one
of its vertiginous towers and equipped with the
latest hulking, wall-mounted, inexplicably paperspouting video phone technology.
Fredersen, writes Joe Malia in his notes
on video phones in film, “appears to use four
separate dials to arrive at the correct frequency
for the call. Two assign the correct call location
and two smaller ones provide fine video tuning.
He then picks up a phone receiver with one hand
and uses the other to tap a rhythm on a panel that
is relayed to the other phone and displayed as
flashes of light to attract attention.”
Footnotes go here.

It allows the Master of Metropolis to oversee
production and send orders from his cultured
utopia down to the bleak underworld populated by,
in large, mistreated workers.

“On Screen”

how the film uses the technology a bit differently.
The size of the videoscreen in the Jetsons was
relatively small because that was the average
size of TV’s then. In 1989, the bigger the TV, the
closer you were to achieving the American Dream.
Marty McFly’s boss takes up nearly a whole
wall! Beyond scale, this example makes use of
the rhetorical strength of a meme. Text and the
syntax of video compound to drive the point home,
YOU’RE FIRED. If that wasn’t enough, the remote

METROPOLIS, FRITZ LANG, 1927

Similarly, George Jetson’s boss, Cosmo Spacely
uses his technology to oversee employee
productivity without leaving his desk. In this image
he checks in on the watercooler, to find George
fraternizing with his coworkes. He reprimands him
through the device, and demands he come to his
office (by pneumatic tube) to be scolded in-person
immediately. This technology for numerous other
examples exists solely for the capitalist economies
of control.

faxing makes the message physical. He made the
message into matter.
This distance exacerbated what was already an
era of digital mass production and mass curation.
hundreds of millions of people around the world
are creating their doubles, their avatars, and their
public personas on the Internet

This last example, from Back to the Future, I
include not for redundancy, but to emphasize

Platforms of social media circumvent traditional
institutions of censorship and control even as
they create new methods in the management
of personal information. At the same time,
contemporary design makes it possible for the
same populations to shape and experience their
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apartments or workplaces as artistic installations.
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“On Screen”

I Think We Have Some Connection Difficulty

When the stay at home orders first began, trekkies
sprung at the opportunity download Zoom
backgrounds to the bridge of the enterprise so
they could look at their lame computer as if it were
the main viewer of the USS Enterprise. 2021’s
monitors are not lame by any means, but they pale
in comparison to the capacity of the viewscreens
of the Star Trek Universe. While a monitor
displays a two dimensional raster image, the
viewscreens can look in any direction around the
ship, zoom in, and show any and all sensor data
and communications signals. To be explicit, the
viewscreen (especially those with the blue frame
in The Original Series) are not two dimensional
screens, but provide a three dimensional, mostly
immersive space. COnsidering posture and gaze,
through contemporary media, others see us
through channels outside our optical control. That
means that for the contemporary subject the gaze
of the other remains unidentifiable; it is constituted
only through an assumption, through a suspicion.
Imagine the connectivity we could have if we knew
our blood cameras(pipilotti rist) were looking at
each other or at the same coordinate?
Beyond our sedentary existence on zoom, when
characters meet on the main viewer, it happens
in times of great conflict. The distant person(s)
appear often with their full bodies on screen.
While they may sometimes move their hands, I
see this framing as more of a framing of honesty.
By capturing almost the entire body there is little
to hide. To be extreme, this contrasts the zoom
faceplan which is almost like a western movie’s
poker player; concealed fisticuffs under the table,
ready to strike. The ability to communicate in a
crisis with the nuance of expression and full body
exposure is one of exposure, diplomacy, and
assertiveness. Of course, to be kind, the more one
crops out of their zoom frame, the less there is to
control and curate.

IMAGE CREDITS GO
HERE.

Regarding the view out of the ship, the viewscreen
grants a nearly stereo view out of the ship without
the lens distortion of a panoramic photograph
as we know them now.. From the interior, the
mainviewer is at the technological disposal of
the officers of the bridge as an extreme sensory
extension of the body. EXTENSION OF THE
Footnotes go here.
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SENSEs
S1e18 7:26 geordi’s visor is projected on the
viewscreen
Hacking into other systems (abrams)
The spatial oddness of the first contact scene
Talk about that stupid scene in First Contact where
the screen of the bridge is just a hologram on a
wall. They all stare at a beige wall *=(bulkhead)
until it turns into a picture of space
Bring up the difference between screens on the
bridge: There are different theroies as to that the
screens are.
In JJ Abrams's universe, the mainviewer is
actually a window with a projection on it, but the
projections are stupid. They are incredibly wide
aspect ratios and crop people's faces. That is a
sign that people have ascepted the sedentary
position infront of the computer

Transporter room & holodeck

hologreek (holos)
a combining form meaning “whole,” “entire,” used
in the formation of compound words:

You don’t have to touch the door
The digital soul may exist independent from one’s
physical existence
Transporter room takes the body to an
environment, and the holodeck brings a fake
environement to the body. In the episode, Skin of
Evil (Next Gen), Yar dies and a hologram of her
gives her own eulogy and goodbye. WTF?!

Personal Access Display
Device

(see PADD; page 24)
My favorite PADD is from the recent Star Trek:

Pictures and Meanings
I wish I had more time to write this well.
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We must make a clear distinction between
architectural design and built architecture.
Design is a process of abstraction, where
the designer renders a future thing in
two-dimensional lines in a predetermined
drawing standard so that a builder may
eventually create the thing. That’s not where
it ends though. A completed architecture
is not just autonomous, disengaged,
and distanced from life as some form of
hermetic (design-centric) endeavor.[1] The
architecture affects its context spatially
and environmentally, and that relationship
is not a static one. The experience of an
environment, once animated with light,
space, matter, and memory is also subjected
to a myriad of human and non-human
occupants who bring with them countless
dispositions. In short, orthographic drawing
is a projection of innocence, filled with hypotheses,
waiting for metaphysical animation. It is important
then to take a moment to survey what is gleaned
from these representational standards.
Architecture’s contemporary state allows for exploration of remote territories such as the paranormal,
non-linear, psychic, and insensible, which move
beyond the ontological capacities of computational
logic. I state this here as a filter to prime the existing state of design object making.
Architectural representation for practitioners
exists to either communicate a legally binding
construction document set or sway a client (or
their financial sponsor). Ignoring most perspectival renderings, accepted methods of drawings
project spaces with innocent black lines, void of
narrative, experience, and physiological qualities.
Orthographic drawing in general is a projection
waiting for the metaphysical inputs such as light,
smell, touch, and time. I’m not proposing any
reasonable methodology to bridge this distance
between concept and percept, but it is valuable
to recognize this condition of translation from orthography to lived experience lacks quantitative
substantiation. This is also a western condition
where we want numbers for natural phenomena
instead of allowing for a certain je ne sais quoi.
Where do we give space to this flexibility? How do
we recognize our bias and not prescribe reason to
something which lacks an answer? As long as we
Footnotes go here.

“On Screen”

I Think We Have Some Connection Difficulty

take time to consider these knowledge produced
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editing to be more functional
This is obviously an object which may describe my
space to you, but it’s clearly for the for me, and not
doing too much to connect us to each other
This use of the probe considers using weather and
atmosphere as the poche. By using the image
of the weather outside as a zoom backdrop, in
connects our interior to exterior context and may
empathetically connects us each other when considering the pothos weather can play on us

from each method, we may better deploy representational tools to both ground ourselves in our
environment and design spaces more pointedly.

Theoretically one could remove these from the
home,and still connote a fragment of its character. However, I’m the only one who could touch
these casts, and they would be nearly the same in
this presentation if I digitally manufactured them.
I moved on from here up to the full scale of my
home

Photography (Joiner)2D
Using David Hockney’s joiner style, Gordon Matta
Clark composed multiple photographs from a series of positions and moments to flatten a volume
of space and time which would otherwise be misrepresented by a single still, singular moment
This method applied to my space extends the
actual background one would see behind me in
zoom to allow it to become a little more complex
while still allowing it to stay as a fixed image. It
also shows my locomotion and how I would act on
that space i'm in
I cast a series of thresholds of my home with the
intent to make volumes of these surfaces and
abstract those materials archivally into their bump
textures.
Considering matta clark’s cuts, These objects imply space between them, allow the viewer to insert
themselves between them to complete the space
with their memories and assumptions of how the
space between may exist.

Scan to Digital 3D to 2D
Audio Scan
2D drawing to 2D scan FULL-Scale Probe 3D
I was Inspired by Ken Isaacs, How to Build your
own living structures
Specifically reprogramming of a space, and his
material tectonics
and Constant Newenhuys’ drawings and models
of new space framing structures,
I build this frame and catenary screen in between
my leisure and work spaces
This probe of my home was meant to make physical the new mental thresholds of programmatic
hybridity in contrast to my plaster castings of physical thresholds
I had to act on this soft wall/ceiling/screen in order
to work or rest in one space or the other
This probe was quite grounding for me. It helped
me stay in one space without the guilt or desire to
go into the other. It also became something I kept

As my final probe, I sought methods to make my
space quickly responsive to whomever I’m meeting with
Vito Acconci’s instant house as a heuristic got me
excited as it transformed the geopolitical plane
into a obviously contrasting shell
How could I experience my spatial existence as
dual with someone else's?
I turned my room into a series of planes which I
could raise and drop to mimic the wall openings of
others.
Thank you to Elena and James for putting up with
this.
Doors, windows, and walls all contribute to the defensible nature of a space, as well as directions of
attention and distraction.
The flexibility of the fabric makes this possible, but
of course it still lacks the the important traits of
gravity, mass, thickness, and depth
Lidar Scan 3D
this got me to play with the scanning tools on my
phone
I used a free lidar scanning app, hooked my phone
to my hat, and spent some time at my desk
I don’t mean to take any authorship of the images
this app created here
It does interest me how this representational tool
flattens objects into skins. This got me thinking
about the term poche, which also translates into
poached as in an egg- - the content holding only
some of its form without structure

